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ARTARIA 2 is a
virtuosic tour de
force of breathtaking
double reed sounds,
an eclectic mix of
evocative chamber
music, layered
together in a stunning
studio first.
From haunting oboe d’amores —
‘the oboe of love’— to a modern
Australian seven instrument
multi-layering, Celia Craig’s
new album centres around a
new reading of a lesser known
masterpiece: Beethoven’s Grand
Trio for two oboes and cor
anglais, originally published by
Artaria Editions, Vienna.

“Ingeniously arranged and expertly
performed, this recording is a must for
fans of the oboe, or for anyone seeking
to experience the unique expressiveness
and wit this instrument has to offer ...”
Jonathan Kelly, Principal Oboe,
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra
“… a remarkable musician. Australia is
fortunate to now claim her (and Adelaide
is the incredibly lucky city she has chosen
to call home). I have never heard her play
anything any less than world class …”
Carl Vine AO
“Artaria ... the musical superior to the 'Hill
of Grace' or 'Grange', in my opinion ...”
Peter Fenton,
Australian Performing Rights Association
“What a brilliant concept!”
Sarah Roper, Principal Oboe,
Royal National Orchestra, Seville

For more information on Celia Craig:
www.artaria.co/creative-director/

Artaria videos are available to view
at Vimeo On Demand and also
available for promotional use.

“... a great ambassador for her own instrument, the oboe, her enthusiasm
and knowledge spreads much further ... fascinating to follow her latest
new directions, and musical exploration comes naturally to her. We’re
fortunate to have this unusual artist in our midst.”
Judith Weir, CBE, Master of The Queens Music
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